2022 COLLECTION

This is Fusion.
Stylish Italian
Motorhomes Now
With Enhanced
Specification

Fusion
The Fusion Motorhome range returns with a bang
for 2022, better than ever before. Starting at 6 metres
long, Fusion models feature a variety of expertly designed
practical layouts that are crafted with meticulous attention to
detail.
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Min. Travel Seats
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Max. Berths

4

Min. Berths
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Model

331

330

360

367

373

379

Fiat Euro 6D Engine

140bhp

140bhp

140bhp

140bhp

140bhp

140bhp

Designated Passenger
Seats (excl. driver )

3

3

4

4

4

4

Floorplan

Berths

4

4

4

4

4

4

Overall Length in mm**

5990mm 19’6”

6490mm 21’3”

6990mm 22’9”

6990mm 22’9”

7410mm 24’3”

7410mm 24’3”

Overall Width
(mirrors folded)

2330mm

2330mm

2330mm

2330mm

2330mm

2330mm

Overall Height
(incl TV aerial)

2950mm 9’7”

2950mm 9’7”

2950mm 9’7”

2950mm 9’7”

2950mm 9’7”

2950mm 9’7”

MTPLM (A)*

3500

Mass in Running Order
(b) in kg
Maximum User Payload (c)
(c=a-b) in kg

3650

3500

2913
587

3650

3500

3058
737

442

3650

3500

3057
592

443

3650

3500

3077
593

423

3650
3072

573

428

3650

3500
3072

487

487

428

Maximum Towing
Capacity Braked (kg)

2000

2000

2000

2000

2000

2000

Maximum
Allowed Mass (kg)

4250

4250

4250

4250

4250

4250

Fresh Water Tank LT

115

115

100

115

115

115

Waste Water Tank

100

100

100

100

135

135

Front Double

-

-

1300x1100x1950mm

1200x1000x1950mm

1300x1100x1950mm

1300x1100x1950mm

Rear Double

1450 x1350x2200mm

1330 x1130x1900mm

1400 x 2060mm

1600x1900mm

-

1600x1900mm

Front Single

880 x 1950 mm

1900 x 810mm

-

-

-

-

Rear Singles

-

1900 x 800mm

-

-

830x2000mm

-

Bed Sizes

The masses indicated in this catalogue refer to the provisions of European Directive 2007/46/EC.
MASS IN RUNNING ORDER
It includes the weight of the empty BASE vehicle, of the driver (75 kg), 100% of the fuel (60L tank), fresh
water (tank filled with 20Lwhile travelling), and a gas tank for living purposes (20 kg). The mass in running
order, and consequently the payload and/or certified seats may vary depending on the accessories
installed.
PAYLOAD
This consists of the difference between the maximum technically permissible laden mass and the mass
in running order. It includes elements for living purposes, the transported passengers defined by the
manufacturer (driver excluded), and the personal effects. The payload calculation is based on the following
parameters: 75 kg for each passenger (driver excluded), 10 kg of baggage for each passenger and for the
driver, 10 kg for each metre of length of the vehicle, plus the remaining payload, which can be used for
the installation of accessories or for additional baggage. All masses and loads of the empty vehicle have a
tolerance of +/- 5%, in compliance with Directive 2007/46/EC. Any optional equipment increases the mass in
running order and decreases the payload. The weight of non-standard accessories is not included in the mass
in running order indicated in this catalogue.
Additional accessories and devices reduce the payload by a quantity equal to their weight; the incidence of
the weight of the individual accessories is shown in the special column in the technical data sheets or can be
requested at our dealers. In case certain accessories are installed (for example, additional elements such as
coupling device or motorbike rack), the mass of these accessories will affect the payload, possibly reducing
it along with the number of certified seats. Please make sure that the maximum loads on the axles and the
maximum technically permissible load mass are not exceeded during the complete loading phase of the
vehicle. The regulations and requirements of each country may entail changes in the characteristics of this
table. The number of certified seats may vary depending on the traffic regulations in force in each country.

NOTES
SEA S.P.A. – McLouis reserves itself the right to change the characteristics and the furnishings of all its
models with no advance notice required; all data contained in this leaflet must therefore be considered
approximate and non-binding. Despite thorough checks of the contents, we cannot exclude possible
printing and/or translating errors. This catalogue does not constitute contractual documentation. Any
reproduction, including in part, of the test or of the content of this document is prohibited. The indicated
weights are exclusively approximated . Tolerances of +/-5 % are allowed. Generally speaking, special
equipment and options increase the no-load weight and entail a reduction in the payload. We hereby
decline any and all responsibility in case structural changes are made to the vehicle; any assembly,
disassembly or changes carried out by unauthorised workshops may jeopardise your safety and cause the
warranty clauses to be forfeited. For additional information on installation and technical details, please
contact one of our dealers.
GARAGE WEIGHT CAPACITY UP TO 300 KG
The load for the rear stowage has a maximum limit of 300 kg, uniformly distributed, in respect of the
distribution of the maximum permissible loads on the front / rear axles.

Key Features

TAKE OFF IN YOUR MCLOUIS AND PREPARE TO CONQUER THE WORLD!

FIAT 140bhp Euro 6D Engine
The new Fiat engine provides
a powerful and comfortable
driving experience

Wide Garage Doors
Internal garage height up to
1470 mm (model specific)

LUX Pack
Cutting edge technology and
deluxe home comforts.

UK Habitiation Door
Living space door with
window, bin and blind

Lowered Garage Doors
for more comfortable
loading (model specific)

Fibreglass Underbody
Maximum resistance against
water and atmospheric agents.

120W Solar Panel
Fitted solar panel provides
additional power allowing
greater outdoor freedom

Sky Dome Window
Opening skydome with blind

Colour Bumper
Front bumper in white and
integrated daylights

Fibreglass Roof
33mm thick, step-on,
anti-hail-bearing structure

Garage with 300kg weight limit
and LED Lighting

For more Information Please visit: www.mclouisfusion.co.uk

Entrance Door
Pleated sliding mosquito net on
entrance door. External LED light
over the entrance door

Specification
COMBINING COMPACT PRACTICALITY WITH FIXED BED LUXURY

Innovative Construction Technology
All Fusion models are constructed using McLouis’ innovative WPS construction system, a durable wood-free wall manufacturing
process which uses high quality insulation materials. The innovative iTech 4.0 wall system uses synthetic resin that replaces wood as a
support material. This increases the durability of the wall and there will be a lower empty weight. Both the inner and outer wall are made of
polyester. The polyester outer wall makes the mobile home hail resistant. The polyester inner wall replaces the wooden triplex interior wall
that other brands use. Polyester that is mechanically stronger than wood is resistant to dents. Moreover, polyester is water-resistant; it is
therefore not affected by a leak or incident rain. The Styrofoam insulation between the walls ensures a high insulation value and makes the
sandwich panel extra strong. The bottom insulation at McLouis is 7cm thick and therefore excellent in winter.

What is WPS?

Benefits Of WPS

01 Total absence of wood

9 Waterproofing

01

02 Total waterproofing and
higher heat insulation

9 Heat Insulation
9 Stability

05

03 Highest torsion resistance

9 Easy Maintenance

and more stability

9 High Mechanical Strength

04 Higher wear resistance
and easy maintenance

9 Lighter Walls

02

9 Better Soundproofing

05 Lighter and more resistant
structure thanks to

04

the use of bi-composite
thermosetting resins

Pigmented
fibreglass

03

Nonslip and abrasion resistant PVC

Extruded
polystyrene

Extruded polystyrene

Frame made of composite
and thermosetting resin

Bi-composite
thermosetting
resins

Pigmented fibreglass

Side , Rear Walls & Roof

The Floor Structure

Wood-free supporting frame made of newly designed plastic
resins. Fibreglass underbody coupled with non-slip PVC highly
resistant to abrasion. Lighter structure and higher mechanical
strength than the traditional wooden panels Elimination of thermal
bridges generated by the wood with higher heat insulation. Easy
maintenance. Frame assembly with sound-absorbing materials for
a better soundproofing.

Wood-free supporting frame. Exclusive design profiles with high
strength thermosetting resin composites. Exterior and interior
fibreglass coating. Waterproofing, elimination of thermal bridges
generated by the wood. Structure made of extruded materials
with higher heat insulation. Industrial type assembly to ensure
high quality standards.

Base Vehicle Specification
• Dual Approved 3500kg and
3650kg MTPLM chassis
• FIAT 140bhp Euro 6D Engine
• ESP, ABS with Traction+ and
Hill descent as standard
• 16” Alloy wheels and composite suspensions
• Electric parking brake

Exterior General

• Lanzarote grey metallic cab with colour
co-ordinated front bumper
• Large opening ‘skydome’ window
with blind and flyscreen
• Sunroof over kitchen and rear bed

• 5th Homologated seat in running
order (model specific)
• Daytime running lights
• Cruise control
• Cab air conditioning
• Leather steering wheel
• Tecno Dasy

• Integrated Fiat high-level 7” touchscreen
DAB radio with Bluetooth® connectivity,
reversing camera, Apple CarPlay/Android
Auto and steering wheel controls *
• Single key central locking for cabin body
• Driver and passenger airbags
• Integrated daylight headlights

•
•
•
•

• Rear garage up to 300kg load capacity
• Lowered garage doors for a
more comfortable loading
• Fibreglass underbody to maximise resistance
against water and atmospheric agents

120W Solar Panel and regulator
33mm thick roof with an anti-hail structure
Roof constructed for water downflow
External garage up to 1470mm
in height with lighting

Interior General
• TV arms
• King size central bed with a width
of 1600mm (367 and 379)
• Front Electric drop-down beds (model specific)
• Beds with Orthoedic staves on drop
down and rear beds (model specific)
• Beds with manual adjustment and
reclining headboards (model specific)

• Entrance door with pleated sliding
mosquito net, window and dustbin
• Two locking points on habitation door
• LED light over entrance door
• UK Sockets
• Seitz windows
• Removable carpets *
• PLISSE Cab blinds *

Electrics + Plumbing

Kitchen

• Truma CP Plus with LCD control panel
• Combi 6E Heating system with air ventilation
• 115 Litre Fresh Water tank (100 litres on 360)

• Oven, grill and 3 point hob with
glass cover (excl 331 and 360)
• Three-way 150 litre refrigerator
(142 litres on 331 and 360)
• Transparent rooflight above Kitchen
• Storage cupboards
• Removable rack under the kitchen
• Extractor hood
• Dinette shoulder with thickness 24mm

• Waste tank 100 litres (135 on 373 and 379)
• Leisure battery *
• 120w Solar panel *

•
•
•
•
•
•

‘Memory foam’ interior habitation on all seating
Cab seat covers
Step storage areas (model specific)
Cab swivel seats
Ornamental LED habitation lights
Smoke detector and Carbon Monoxide sensor

Bathroom
• Separate shower and toilet compartment
(367, 373 and 379 only)
• Combined shower and toilet
compartment (330,331 and 360 only)
• Vanity cupboard and mirrors
• Electric flush toilet
• Storage cupboard
• LED lighting
• Seitz window

• Slide-out spice basket (model specific)

LUX Pack
Cutting-edge technology and
deluxe home comforts
The 2022 McLouis Fusion range boasts the all
new LUX Pack. Ensuring luxury as standard,
Fusion Motorhomes are ready for your next
journey.
*LUX Pack

Key Features:

Winter Pack

•

Ready for any weather, when you are

High-level 7” touchscreen DAB radio
and Reversing camera

•

Leisure battery

•

Cab blinds

•

120W Solar panel

•

Removable interior carpets

•

Insulated external grey water tank

•

Electric resistance for the outlet valve

EXCLUSIVE
RANGE

Our Exclusive
Dealer Network
Abbey Caravans & Leisure
285-291 Shore Road
Newtownabbey
Northern Ireland
BT37 9RW
Tel: 028 9036 5522

Derby Motorhomes
Chapel Street
Derby
DE1 3GU
Tel: 01332 360 222

Nick Whale Motorhomes
Lauriston Business Park
Pitchill, Evesham
Worcestershire
WR11 8SN
Tel: 01386 870 852

BC Motorhomes
Heathfield Road
Heathfield Industrial Estate
Ayr, Scotland
KA8 9BN
Tel: 01292 262 233

Go European Motorhomes
80 Lakeside Boulevard
Watling Street
Cannock
WS11 0GW
Tel: 01543 399 599

Simpsons Motorhomes
Suffolk Road
Great Yarmouth
Norfolk
NR31 0LN
Tel: 01493 601 696

Choose Leisure
The Showroom,
Howfield Lane /A28
Chartham, Canterbury
Kent, CT4 7HG
Tel: 01227 733 557

Maple Garage
Aldbrough Road
Hull
East Yorkshire
HU11 4NA
Tel: 01964 670 392

The Motorhome Showroom
Crusader Park
Bath Road
Warminster, Wiltshire
BA12 8BT
Tel: 01985 212 222

For more information please visit: www.mclouisfusion.co.uk
Auto-Sleepers Limited, Orchard Works, Willersey, Nr Broadway, Worcestershire WR12 7QF, England.
Tel: +44 (0)1386 853338 Fax: +44 (0)1386 858343
This brochure is for guidance purposes only. Please be sure to check our full current and technical specifications with your retailer before placing your order. This
brochure does not constitute an offer by McLouis or Auto-Sleeper. It’s the continual policy of Fiat and McLouis to seek to improve their vehicles in every way and so
whilst every effort has been made to ensure the details set out in this brochure were correct at the time of going to press, they are unable to accept responsibility
for discrepancies between these and subsequent models shown. McLouis reserve the right to alter the specifications and price at any time without prior notice.
McLouis design its Motorhomes to provide a variety of potential uses for its customers. Data & accuracy: The contents of this publication are as accurate as
possible at the time of going to press (October 2021), but this brochure should not be regarded as an infallible guide to current specifications, nor does it constitute
an offer for the sale of any particular vehicle. Details of performance, dimensions and weights are subject to minor deviations within manufacturer tolerance
limits (max +/- 5%). Each vehicle features the optimum storage, fluid, seating and sleeping capabilities. While the customer enjoys this potential, they have the
responsibility to select the proper combinations of loads without exceeding the chassis weight capacities. Bedding and “dress” items shown in photography are
used for illustrative purposes only and are not part of the vehicle specification. The End Of Life Vehicle Directive for Fiat - please visit www.fiatprofessional.co.uk/
services/assistance/end-of-life-vehicle-collection. Please note that imperial conversions have been rounded to the nearest inch. Dimensions are based on vehicles
with standard wheels. All weights and dimensions are subject to manufacturing tolerances and refer to standard specification models and do not include any
options. Effective 4th October 2021. This literature supersedes all others. V1.

